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Press release
Transporeon acquires SupplyStack and Nexogen,
expanding its multimodal and part load capabilities as
well as fleet dispatching services
•

Transporeon today announces two acquisitions further expanding its network
capabilities as part of its ambitious international growth strategy.

•

With the acquisition of SupplyStack, Transporeon adds multimodal and part load
capabilities to its global Transport Management Platform, counting 1,300+
shippers, 100+ retailers and 130,000+ LSPs and Carriers.

•

Transporeon also expands its carrier offering by acquiring Nexogen, adding AI
based fleet optimization, dispatching and itinerary planning to its platform
services.

A growth strategy following a modular network approach
With Transporeon acquiring SupplyStack and Nexogen, customers profit once more from the
fact that the services of the Transport Management Platform can be consumed in a modular
way. Transporeon continues to follow a growth strategy that embeds new functionalities
directly in its network. The company thereby provides easy-to-consume capabilities,
optimizing transport flows and complementing respective in-house IT capabilities delivered
by ERP and TMS systems for an ever more sustainable, cost and time-sensitive economy.
Transporeon acquires SupplyStack
Following the acquisition of ocean visibility and multimodal planning specialist Logit One in
December 2021, Transporeon now further expands its capabilities in handling multimodal
and part load transports by adding the services of SupplyStack to its Transport Management
Platform.
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Transporeon’s customers are getting now access to a comprehensive multimodal and part
load planning and execution framework, supporting automation and optimization of
transport flows. Shippers and forwarders will be able to further automate their transport
planning, assignment and execution.
After an integration period, SupplyStack customers will also obtain access to Transporeon’s
carrier network, platform services, freight procurement and rate management as well as spot
assignment, freight settlement and audit offerings.
In addition, they will profit from the integration of Transporeon’s Sixfold Real-Time Visibility
(RTV) services into daily operations. This way, they no longer have to use visibility as a
separate feature. Instead, RTV becomes an enterprise-wide capability that drives customer
service, efficiency and lays the foundation for more sustainable transport execution.
“There is an increasing demand in the supply chain to improve transparency and reduce costs,
while at the same time making freight transport more sustainable. Adding multimodal and
part load transport planning and execution capabilities to our platform through the
acquisition of SupplyStack will provide our customers with the degree of flexibility necessary
to achieve this goal”, comments Stephan Sieber, CEO of Transporeon.
Nick Poels, Founder and CEO of SupplyStack adds “Although powerful alone, we believe we
are stronger together. This acquisition marks an important milestone in our mission to change
the way freight is moved. Combining SupplyStack’s Transport Management solutions with
Transporeon’s network will enable our customers to profit from our services – on global
supply chains with a mix of modes as well as on domestic operations. We therefore are happy
to become part of the Transporeon family, where our customers from different industries can
manage their logistics operations following a true network approach”.
Transporeon acquires Nexogen
To support operators in optimally dispatching fleets, Transporeon is taking over AI road
transport planning specialist Nexogen. The Software as a Service (SaaS) company helps
carriers and asset owners improve utilization by optimizing matches between orders and
trucks, drivers and itineraries. This way, Nexogen reduces overall freight transportation costs,
empty runs and waiting times.
Already today, Transporeon offers comprehensive carrier services ranging from Market
Intelligence, RTV on Ocean, Air and Road-transport, to autonomous freight procurement and
document management. With the acquisition of Nexogen, the company enlarges its carrier
service portfolio even further by introducing the AI Planner and the AI Operator.
•

The Nexogen AI planner connects to existing Transport Management Systems (TMS)
and supports optimal asset utilization by matching orders to trucks and drivers based
on data. The AI planner’s engine plans ahead, also taking into account spot market
data to ensure the highest level of fleet utilization.

•

The Nexogen AI Operator helps to manage fleets more efficiently based on
telematics and real-time insights. Offering a most efficient itinerary planning tool, it
also provides dispatchers with real-time insights on shipment execution. The AI
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Operator uses its access to primary data sets, such as remaining hours of service and
fuel consumption, to calculate tunnel, ferry, parking and gas station route planning
as well as accurate ETAs (estimated time of arrival) – always in compliance with EU
regulations.
Nexogen carriers will be able to receive spot transport offers directly from Transporeon,
thereby obtaining access to additional loads. In addition, they will profit from the option to
find subcontractors for non-matching shipments on the Transporeon platform.
With up to 30% inefficiencies in European road transport, driver shortages, and increasing
sustainability targets, carriers and shippers need to work more efficiently, by reducing both
empty runs and unprofitable waiting times.
Stephan Sieber, CEO of Transporeon comments: “The integration of Nexogen into our
Transport Management Platform will help carriers improve their asset utilization and manage
complexity. This is important with regard to the upcoming EU mobility package. While the
new framework guarantees fair competition across the market and protects drivers through
clear rules, it adds further regulation to logistics operations. Intelligent solutions are needed
to successfully operate under this framework. Nexogen’s AI powered services will assist fleet
operators to consider all necessary information and rules when planning a transport”.
Nexogen CEO András Kovács added: “Our mission is to use data for leveraging the potential
of logistics through intelligent, automated planning and optimization. Adding Nexogen’s
capabilities to Transporeon’s large portfolio of carrier services will allow us to drive
digitization, thereby improving efficiencies and reducing CO2-emissions in each freight
transport. We therefore are pleased to become part of the Transporeon ecosystem and its
vast community counting more than 130.000 carriers”.
The acquisitions are still subject to customary regulatory approvals.

About Transporeon
At Transporeon, our mission is to bring transportation in sync with the world! We power the
largest global freight network of 1,300 shippers, 100 large retailers plus 130,000 logistic
service providers and carriers. They execute about 100,000 transports per day on our cloud
and tender about €20bn freight volume per year – 60% land, 30% ocean, 10% air. Our
platform enables transparent supply chains and efficient processes for all participants. They
easily connect and collaborate as Transporeon facilitates interoperability. Our matchmaking
algorithms bring supply and demand in its equilibrium – in real-time. We optimise route and
resource planning to avoid empty runs and waiting times. Our tools and services are available
in a modular way. They cover market intelligence and benchmarking, freight procurement
and rate management, transport execution, dock scheduling and yard management, tracking
and visibility, freight settlement, payment and audit. We are fully GDPR-compliant including
our data lake for automated decision-making support based on artificial intelligence and
machine learning.
Transporeon is headquartered in Ulm, Germany, and maintains seven regional offices across
Europe, Russia, Asia, and the US with more than 1,200 employees. For more information visit
www.transporeon.com.
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About SupplyStack
SupplyStack’s modern Transportation Management apps are shaking up the TMS industry,
giving shippers of all sizes the opportunity to truly redefine the way they manage, monitor
and automate their multimodal transportation flows. The SaaS platform makes logistics
professionals thrive at what they do, leading to increased efficiency, cost reductions, and
improving the overall logistics service and experience towards their customers. Currently,
numerous leading brands, including Sony, Stena, DHL, Duracell, and Atlas Copco, and others
are relying on SupplyStack’s TM apps to manage their logistics and transportation flows on a
daily basis. For more information visit www.supplystack.com

About Nexogen
Nexogen developed the industry’s most advanced on-demand optimization engine. It uses a
purpose-built Artificial Intelligence (AI) that improves the way in-house teams plan and
operate full truck load logistics. The engine is focused on operational optimization, increasing
efficiency of both the fleet and the organization at the office. The increased efficiency helps
carriers (and shippers or freight-forwarders) to control their fleet and realize their goals,
facing the challenges of driver-shortage, capacity of trucks and of course sustainability. For
more information visit www.nexogen.com.

***
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